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Abstract—Perceiving the environment, a sensor network collects 

huge volume of data to be used in different application domains. 

The gathered data is often used and analyzed by e-research 

scientists other than the original investigator. Therefore, the 

sensed data needs to be captured, processed and stored in a form 

that will allow someone to use the data with confidence long after 

the original investigators have left the scene. To address this 

need, in this paper we present SensorFeed, which integrates 

metadata repositories and sensor data management systems. 

Using SensorFeed, scientists can annotate sensor readings 

automatically as they are streamed, through direct use of 

statistical modeling frameworks. These annotations enrich sensor 

readings, thus making datasets generated from sensor network 

deployments usable by external scientists. A real-world use case 

of SensorFeed for agriculture engineering is presented to show 

the applicability of our approach to an e-research application. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sensor networks [3, 30], inherently heterogeneous in nature, 

are distributed across the globe. They produce a large amount 

of dense, in-situ data about an environment. Since the sensor 

network data provides a snapshot of the conditions in the 

network boundaries, it can be re-used and re-analyzed by 

scientists other than the original investigators. Collected data 

from heterogeneous sensor networks is often archived or 

streamed as raw data, but it has to be associated with metadata, 

describing its meaning. The underlying reasons for enhanced 

meaning of sensor data are to enable situation awareness, 

ongoing citation and access, unaffected by changes in storage 

and services that the data might undergo over its lifespan. 

Metadata annotation, i.e. providing meaning to sensor data, 

includes the feature of interest, the specification of measuring 

instruments, accuracy, location, condition, and scenario of 

measurements. Creating metadata and keeping it up-to-date 

and usable is part of the strategy for the long-term sensor 

network data management for e-research [4]. It is especially 

important as environmental scientists use sensor network 

deployments for detailed monitoring of the physical world and 

these deployments generate unprecedented amount of data. 

Managing the data effectively is essential to support the full 

lifecycle of an e-research endeavor, from concept formulation 

and outlining of the research activity itself, to data collection, 

processing, metadata annotation, provenance, curation, 

discovery, analysis, and dissemination of research results. 

Moreover, metadata annotation is essential when a user is 

confronted with large numbers of sensors and sheer volume of 

collected data. When it is not clear what is available, a user 

can start a general search of relevant concepts and narrow it 

down based on semantic descriptions and their relations. 

In the context of sensor data management [31], specifically 

in the e-research domain, there is still a large gap between 

data collection and metadata annotation. The sharing of data 

within the e-research community is of little significance 

without effective metadata management both at the source and 

throughout the processing chain. Without appropriate methods 

for management, processing, analysis, metadata generation 

and annotation, collected sensor data may be misinterpreted 

by a third party. It is for this reason that e-researchers have 

traditionally preferred to collect their own data. 

From an e-research application perspective, the collected 

data from a sensor network needs to be managed to remain 

accessible, discoverable, and reusable over a long period of 

time. Data management does not happen automatically, and it 

cannot be the responsibility of an e-researcher alone. Rather 

there should be an appropriate data management plan, as a 

partnership, between sensor network investigators and e-

researchers, to share the burden of nurturing and maintaining 

sensor data for the wider community. Although there are some 

data management systems [1, 5, 9, 22] available for life 

scientists, they are mostly domain specific and not quite 

usable for cross-domain research and collaboration. 

In this paper, we endeavor to break through these barriers 

by presenting SensorFeed, a sensor network data management 

middleware, which integrates metadata repositories and sensor 

data management systems. It makes use of statistical modeling 

frameworks to automatically annotate sensor readings and 

stores in a form that allows external scientists to use, discover, 

and re-use them, even after a long period of time. The main 

contributions of this paper are: 

 A model-based architectural description of a middleware 

to perform data management for e-research applications. 

 An e-research case study to demonstrate the applicability 

of the proposed data management middleware 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 

describes the need for a model-based sensor data management 

middleware for e-research. It is followed by a comparative 

analysis of existing research works. The proposed architecture 

and associated data structure are presented in Section IV and 

Section V, respectively, followed by a case study. The paper 

is concluded in Section VII. 

II. MOTIVATION 

E-research [4] revolutionizes every aspect of scientific 

practice in the fields of medicine, genetics, chemistry, 



education, linguistics, and finance. It makes use of distributed 

sensor networks, high performance computing infrastructure, 

data sources, scientific instruments, and communications 

technologies to enable scientists to perform their research 

independent of time and geographic location.  

Once data is collected from sensor networks involving 

thousands of sensor nodes, multi-disciplinary research teams 

are often engaged in accessing, sharing, and processing those 

data stored in digital repositories. Therefore, the collected data 

is to be associated with appropriate meaning to be usable and 

understandable to all parties. The data from a sensor network 

is very different to the data contained in, for example, a radio 

telescope image. Rather than a large quantity of data that can 

be represented by common metadata, sensor network data 

streams—and occasional individual values—may have large 

collections of metadata associated with them. 

There are a number of catalogues of metadata, such as 

Australian National Data Service (ANDS), AuScope, and 

INSPIRE that allow researchers to locate datasets and services 

that can provide relevant information. In addition, different 

users, disciplines and applications have built their own data 

management solutions. With the growth of collaborative e-

research and applications, it has become evident that this 

individual approach can be wasteful, leading to expensive 

duplication of resources and lack of interoperability between 

developed solutions. In addition, e-researchers are often not 

familiar with data models or concepts such as metadata, 

databases, data enrichment, or query languages. To them data 

are mostly observations from sensor networks, involving the 

actual measurements, their knowledge about the field site, the 

deployment and execution of the scientific experiment [29]. In 

order to address these issues, a middleware needs to be in 

place to perform automatic annotation of sensor readings as 

they are streamed. The middleware can provide a common set 

of services and tools to allow e-researchers and their 

applications to treat digital repositories, data sources, sensor 

network and computing infrastructure, and other disparate 

resources as one large virtual facility. 

Our research proceeds in this direction with the 

development of SensorFeed, a sensor data management 

middleware that allows e-researchers to perform experiments 

and share their observations and results in real time. It 

endeavors to define a layer of Application Programming 

Interfaces (APIs) and systems to isolate the users and their 

applications from any particular characteristics of data sources 

and resources that they access. This means that scientists can 

access the same or a collection of heterogeneous resources 

without making any special arrangement on a per resource 

basis or by altering a particular application. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Data stream management systems (DSMS) are among 

some of the most studied research subjects recently. These 

systems are designed to provide quick response time when 

dealing with large volumes of data, e.g. sensor observations. 

These systems employ window-based data processing 

combined with synopsis to process large volumes of data [6, 

14, 20]. Using synopsis helps a DSMS in reducing the 

response time to queries. Global Sensor Network (GSN) [2], 

TelegraphCQ [9], Aurora [1] and Stream [5] are among some 

of the known works in this domain. There are also Internet-

based streaming systems, such as Stream-based Overlay 

Network (SBON) [23] and Peer-to-peer Information Exchange 

and Retrieval (PIER) [15] that process and deliver data over 

the Internet. They rely on P2P model for data representation, 

query dissemination, operations and metadata management. 

These systems are appealing since they address the challenges 

related to large scale sensor resource and data sharing. 

There exist research projects to provide access, query, 

streaming, and management of sensor network data. The 

Sensor Web project [11] provides a dynamic infrastructure 

that allows users to access sensor networks and stream data 

out. Sensor Information Networking Architecture (SINA) [25] 

is a middleware for querying, monitoring, and tasking of 

sensor networks. Tiny Application Sensor Kit (TASK) [8] is 

built on top of TinyDB to provide high level metadata 

management, query configuration, monitoring and data 

visualization. Many sensor network applications are built on 

homogeneous architecture, thus they suffer from the lack of 

interoperability and also cannot provide unified services. To 

address these issues, like several other research projects in this 

field [10, 16, 19], we intend to build SensorFeed on top of the 

GSN platform. Using GSN, internal details of the sensor 

networks are abstracted from the application-domain code, 

hence more flexibility and higher interoperability are obtained. 

Research projects such as BIRN [12], Kepler [18] and 

Taverna [22] provide workflow-based data management 

infrastructure. In addition, there are metadata standards such 

as Darwin Core [28], Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)  [7], 

Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) [27] and Directory 

Interchange Format (DIF) [21]. However, analyses of existing 

literature reveal that only limited number of data stream and 

metadata management systems are usable by non-computer 

scientists, e.g. hydrologists, biologists, botanists, geneticists, 

geologists or medical scientists. In the works [10, 16], authors 

present a multi-tiered metadata management system that uses 

GSN as the backend for sensor data management and a 

semantic wiki engine to handle metadata information. Authors 

in these works use a SPARQL query language [24] to link 

GSN to the semantic wiki’s storage engine. While these works 

are among the cornerstones in integrating sensor data and 

metadata repositories, they are not replicable by other 

researchers due to the tight integration of the underlying 

systems with the actual local use-cases. Although our focus in 

this paper is on plant research, with SensorFeed, we attempt to 

build a highly flexible, domain-independent sensor data and 

metadata management system, which is tightly coupled with 

statistical modeling environments. 

IV. E-RESEARCH DATA MANAGEMENT 

A sensor network potentially can have thousands of nodes 

and sensors, with each sensor producing a semi-independent 

time series. For the purposes of data management for e-

research, a decentralized approach can be followed.  



Fig. 1. SensorFeed architecture 

A. Data Enrichment 

The number of data streams is typically large for manual 

handling, thus requiring machine-to-machine processing. We 

call this process enrichment, involving the following steps: 

1) Collection: Data streams are collected from a sensor 

network and are associated with sensors, nodes, and positions. 

2) Processing: The collected data is processed into 

physical measurements and combined into composites, e.g. 

combining moisture sensor readings into a moisture map. 

3) Metadata Annotation: Processed data and streams are 

associated with meaning, confidence and quality information. 

4) Provenance: The data is associated with information on 

how it was processed (derivation), for whom and why it was 

collected (agency), and how it may be distributed (rights). 

5) Curation: The data is validated and stored in digital 

repositories or virtual observatories with information on how 

it can be accessed. Links to similar datasets can also be added. 

6) Discovery: The annotated metadata is presented in a 

form that allows semantic search and query. Thinned datasets 

may be produced to allow exploration. 

7) Analysis: The datasets are imported into analysis tools 

and modeling is performed for use in e-research applications. 

The operations along the enrichment hierarchy depend on 

suitable storage and middleware technologies. In our work, we 

provide a flexible architecture using which scientists can 

construct and automate the aforementioned process. 

B. Metadata Management 

As presented in earlier, metadata not only adds value to 

the raw sensor readings, e.g. metadata for quality of the sensor 

measurements, but also enables reuse of sensor data by other 

scientists. Metadata is usually provided by scientists manually. 

They use semantically enabled systems, e.g. metadata registry, 

to enter the relevant metadata in the form of tags, concepts 

and relationships. Internally, metadata is presented using the 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) model. Metadata 

information is then associated with sensor readings.  

The process of associating metadata with sensor readings 

can be done either manually or automatically. In the manual 

form, scientists can link either a single data point or a 

sequence of data points with one or more metadata instances. 

In automated annotation, scientists use statistical models to 

analyze the dataset and dynamically link data points or a range 

of data to one or more RDF data models. Automated 

annotation is complementary to manual annotation.  

As an example of manual annotation, consider a scientist  

 

visits a weather station and finds that a wind sensor is broken. 

He/she manually marks the dataset with an invalid annotation. 

This annotation communicates the existence of a broken 

sensor to other scientists who may reuse this dataset in future.  

As an example for automated annotation, consider a 

model-based data cleaning system in which statistical models 

are used to grade quality of sensor readings as they are 

streamed into a data management system. These models are 

normally executed inside statistical environments such as R or 

Matlab. A statistical model could range from a combination of 

simple moving averages to complex clustering algorithms 

with multiple data transformations. While supporting manual 

annotation is essential for scientists, automated annotation is 

the key to enable real-time data sharing and reuse. This is due 

to the fact that, to maximize usability of a data point, it has to 

come with relevant metadata such as location, hardware 

specification, and calibration factors, among others. 

C. Proposed Architecture 
To support the vision of having a middleware that enables 

e-researchers to conduct experiments, and share observations 

and results in real-time, we have to tackle three key challenges. 

First, a system architecture is required using which scientists 

can automatically annotate sensor data through statistical 

modeling frameworks. Second, a scalable setup to support the 

processing of multiple data models concurrently. Third, 

seamless exchange of research results (model outputs and 

relevant metadata) among scientists. SensorFeed’s 

architecture is designed to address these challenges. 

Figure 1 presents an architectural overview of SensorFeed. 

It consists of the following three layers: raw data acquisition 

and storage; model manager, and continuous query processor. 

Raw data acquisition and storage layer is responsible for 

capturing sensor readings from the acquisition hardware, 

convert the raw values to scientific measurements and finally 

store the results at each stage. The exact details of how this 

layer acquires raw readings are deployment dependent. 

Among common approaches, one can think of using TinyOS 

SerialForwarder (for TinyOS 1.x and 2.x compatible motes) to 

capture raw data directly from the motes. Other solutions 

normally involve using hardware specific proprietary APIs to 

read raw readings directly from remote sensors. Once the raw 

data is captured by SensorFeed, we need to calibrate the 

readings into measurements usable by scientists. 

The calibration process is also hardware specific. Therefore, 

SensorFeed provides a calibration API using which users can 

easily implement custom calibration functions or reuse 



external data calibration packages. Because of this layer, raw 

data and its calibrated form with all the details, e.g. function 

parameters and constants, are stored in a persistent storage. 

Once a calibrated data stream is available, scientists can start 

building models to extract the meaning behind the values. 

Details of the data calibration process are depicted in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Data calibration process 

Model Manager receives streams of calibrated sensor 

readings on one side and statistical models on the other side. 

SensorFeed middleware is designed to concurrently process 

multiple sensor data models (Figure 3). To support the 

processing of multiple models within one middleware we rely 

on the existing works on managing multiple virtual execution 

environments for grid computing [17, 26]. Using a Virtual 

Machine (VM)-based approach, we can gracefully extend our 

setup as required by introducing new processing nodes into 

the grid. The models themselves have links to their relevant 

RDF repositories. The selection of repositories and RDF tags 

are done by each model independently. 

To support this, SensorFeed provides non-blocking 

callback APIs for major statistical tools. These APIs allow 

scientists to receive streams of calibrated sensor readings as 

data arrives into SensorFeed. Once a model associates a RDF 

tag to a raw data that is just streamed into a modeling 

environment, scientists can use the non-blocking callback API 

to push the metadata into the system. The APIs are capable of 

buffering data streams in case the SensorFeed system does not 

reply or the call back connection is lost. Using persistent 

buffers to communicate between the middleware and the 

modeling environments ensures users from any potential loss 

of data. The non-blocking I/O also externalizes the data 

processing delay from the modeling environments. 

Once SensorFeed receives data items with their tags from a 

modeling environment, it efficiently stores raw data into a 

persistent storage. More details of SensorFeed’s storage layer 

and the associated data structure are provided in Section V. 

SensorFeed is designed to support automated data sharing 

among scientists. To achieve this goal we rely on existing 

works on Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS), as 

shown in Figure 4. In a DSMS, local and remote users can 

express their interest through registering continuous queries. 

Compared to standard queries, continuous queries usually 

have two extra parameters—window-size, specifying the 

amount of data used at each processing stage and sliding-

predicate, indicating how frequent a continuous query is to be 

evaluated by DSMS. Thanks to these two extensions, DSMS 

are usually more efficient and expressive compared to 

traditional database systems when dealing with continuous 

data streams. This is due to the fact that a DSMS requires a 

small snapshot of the recent history to produce results. 

 

Fig. 3. Model-based annotation 

Using SensorFeed, scientists can register queries which 

contain predicates involving conditions of interest. DSMS 

receives these queries and stores them into its query repository. 

When a new data stream is delivered to a DSMS, window 

manager is the first component which receives the data. 

Window manager then consults the query registry to build a 

list of potential queries which might be affected by the new 

data item. This list is then forwarded to query scheduler for 

further execution. After the execution, the actual results of 

each continuous query are streamed to the interested parties. 

To support these requirements, SensorFeed uses open-source 

data stream management system called GSN [2]. 

 

Fig. 4. Query processing 

V. RAW AND METADATA STORAGE LAYER 

To support efficient data storage in SensorFeed, we propose 

a specialized data structure. We call this storage layer (Figure 

5) Multi-Stream Multi-Annotation (MSMA). It endeavors to 

reduce the replication of the metadata to a minimum, 

providing constant or logarithmic access time for popular 

operations in e-research applications. Its key operations are: 

 Finding and browsing data items with certain annotations. 

 Browsing among streams that share common annotations. 

 Extracting values for several data streams at a particular 

timestamp. 



 

Fig. 5. Multi-stream multi-annotation storage layer. 

To support these features we use a B+Tree structure to 

store raw data stream items for each timestamp at the leaves 

of the tree. A leaf of the B+Tree has a link to the metadata 

storage and index (MSI) component if any of the data streams 

in that leaf is to be annotated by a modeling environment. In 

this case there is a link to one of the annotations in the MSI. It 

is worth mentioning that, the order of the annotations is not 

important. All the annotations from all of the streams at a 

timestamp must be reachable by the relevant leaf of a B+Tree. 

To clarify this, let us consider the following example. In 

Figure 5, we have two data streams, Stream A and Stream B. 

Stream A and B both are annotated by Annotation 1 and 

Annotation 2 at timestamps 1 and 3. Furthermore, Stream B is 

annotated by Annotation 1 at timestamp 2 while Stream A is 

not annotated at this particular timestamp. 

 

Fig. 6. Multi-stream multi-annotation storage layer. 

To elaborate further Figure 6 presents a data cell at the MSI 

level. In order to make browsing large annotated datasets 

instantaneous for scientists, links to the next timestamp 

annotated with the same tag and other data streams that are 

annotated with the same tag at the same time instance are 

always available at each node at the MSI level. While these 

links introduce further storage requirements (4 bytes per link), 

they come with the added value that scientists can browse in 

datasets without having to wait for the system to find the next 

relevant data item. Browsing to the next data item with the 

same annotation would take constant time in MSMA thanks to 

the direct links in the cell definition as presented in the figure.  

If an application cannot accommodate this extra storage 

requirements, one can stick to raw storage layer which is less 

preferment for browsing annotated sensor data. In this case 

locating the next data item from the current stream annotated 

with the same tag requires O(n) operations, n being the 

number of data stream elements. Locating  other streams with 

the same annotation at a particular timestamp without using 

MSMA requires KLog(n) time, where K is the number of data 

streams and Log(n) is the look up time in the B+Tree. 

VI. A CASE STUDY 

To be useful, the proposed architecture needs to account for 

how life scientists can use the sensed data.  To this end, 

consider the CSIRO Phenonet project [13], which deploys a 

sensor network (Figure 7) over a field of experimental crops, 

monitoring plant growth and climate conditions. 

The sensor network consists of sensors measuring solar 

radiation, air temperature, soil moisture, soil temperature, and 

an infrared sensor measuring leaf temperature. Based on the 

observed data, scientists are able to “map” microclimatic 

conditions such as light, temperature and soil moisture across 

the field to better evaluate and compare new plant varieties. 

By mapping these conditions and combining them with each 

plant’s genetic profile and performance, plant scientists can 

de-convolve the effects of microclimate and genome, thus 

improving the accuracy and speed of plant breeding. However, 

the collected raw sensor data is of little significance unless the 

data is processed to ensure meaningful representation.  

  
Fig. 7. Sensor network deployment for the Phenonet project. 

 

Fig. 8. Frost event detection with a faulty sensor reading. 

In Phenonet, sensor data cleaning and annotating are done 

through use of RDF tags and R scripts. For example, severe 

frosts and heat events can damage the flowering mechanism 

of a plant, thus affecting seeds. Figure 8 shows air temperature 

observations at the Phenonet deployment in Leeton, NSW, 

plotted in 18 hours time intervals in 24-hour format to show 

frost scenarios, with temperature dipping towards 0°C.  

Based on trends in observations (air, soil temperature and 

humidity measurements) R scripts can be used to associate 

data reliability tags to individual readings. The inputs of these 

scripts can come from multiple streams. The actual reliability 



estimation can be based on statistical models such as 

Exponential Moving Average (EMA)-based models.  

A reliability estimating model associates a number to each 

individual sensor reading in the range of 0.0 to 1.0 as the 

measurement’s reliability 1.0 being the most reliable reading 

and 0.0 being the least reliable reading. In the case of the 

Phenonet project in Australia, most frosts are surface radiative, 

where the ground temperature drops below the air temperature. 

Hence, a reliability tag is calculated through cross-correlating 

two data streams, air temperature and surface temperature. 

Scientists use external R models to predict when frost or 

high temperature events may threaten crops. When such a 

frost event occurs, a warning in the form of an email or SMS 

can be sent to the researchers, prompting them to take 

necessary actions to save crops against adverse weather.  

Using SensorFeed’s automated model-based annotation, 

scientists can build data reliability aware models (models 

which work best on certain level of data). For instance, to 

avoid false alerts, they can employ sensor readings with 

reliability of 0.75 or higher hence avoiding faulty readings as 

highlighted in Figure 8. For daily lab-based analysis, scientists 

can decide to use readings with lower reliability. 

It is worth emphasizing that thanks to SensorFeed’s storage 

layer, external scientists can explore past sensor readings 

based on existing annotations, identify the sensor readings that 

have caused alerts in the past and re-evaluate sensor data to 

associate new annotations based on new data models. These 

new tags can be then reused by other scientists to further 

enrich the underlying sensor readings. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have presented a model-based sensor data 

enrichment middleware, called SensorFeed. Our work relates 

to sensor data management for e-research applications. 

SensorFeed is our first initiative for integrating metadata 

repositories and sensor data through the use of statistical 

modeling environments like Matlab or R. We are currently 

engaged in developing a prototype based on the proposed 

architecture. Together with plant scientists, we are aiming to 

deploy our final results in the Phenonet project. As future 

works, we will conduct an evaluation study of SensorFeed to 

better understand scalability and flexibility of our solution. 
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